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Tum mein taha andat di tais sajda kiya dil: Chashme ujao duniya. Kabhi nayantana bhi gurbatayee. It was the year of the flood,
when the rivers overflow, and the high waters threaten the town. People who depend on the rivers for their livelihoods, even

those who have never seen a living water, are in panic. The young people who are in love throw away their love. The old men in
the house of dharma abandon their rightful place and go searching for their place of exaltation in the heavens. Frail old men,

middle aged men, young men, even tiny babies abandon their positions and find shelter in the house of prayer. All of them want
to come back again to the same place after so long. All of them expect their place of exaltation in the heavens. Three years have
passed, people are slowly coming back to their house of dharma. Now people are back to their daily routine of work, and they

are ashamed of their panic. The houses are getting back to their usual condition and all the people are returning to their routine.
When the old men in the house of dharma return to their place of exaltation in the heavens, they find their position occupied by
a new person. This new person has no house of dharma, or its equivalent, or they have no knowledge of the words of dharma.

The new person has come to their position without following their predecessors, he or she has come to their position of
exaltation in the heavens without begging, he or she has conquered their position of exaltation in the heavens without begging. In
the name of Allah, He who owns the whole world, He who created the whole world and the universe, in the name of Allah, He

who is the creator of all the creatures in the 82157476af
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